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Abstract

point bi-objective search problem is to find the set of Paretooptimal solution paths from start ∈ S to goal ∈ S that
are not dominated by any solution for both objectives. Every edge e ∈ E has two non-negative attributes accessed
via the cost function cost : E → R+ × R+ . A path is a sequence of states si ∈ S with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The cost of path
p = {s1 , s2 , s3 , . . . , sn } is then defined as the sum of corresponding attributes on all the edges constituting the path
Pn−1
as cost(p) = i=1 cost(si , si+1 ). We define our search
objects to be nodes. We perform a systematic search by expanding nodes in best first order. Each expansion operation
generates a set of successor nodes, which are added into an
Open list. The Open list sorts the nodes according to their
f-values in an ascending order, for the purpose of further expansion. As with other A*-based algorithms, we compute
f-values using a consistent and admissible heuristic function
h : S → R+ × R+ (Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael 1968). In
other words, for node x associated with state s(x), we have
f (x) = g(x) + h(s(x)) where g(x) is the cost of a concrete
path from start to state s(x) and h(s(x)) is a lower bound
on the cost of paths from state s(x) to goal . Moreover, in
bi-objective search, cost values have two components which
means that every (boldface) cost is a tuple, eg. f = (f1 , f2 ).
Main idea: Our Bi-objective Bi-directional A* algorithm
(BOBA* for short) relies on a set of single-objective one-toall heuristics, which we compute in the forward and backward directions. These heuristics inform the primary objective costs of two subsequent uni-directional BOA* searches
(one forward, one backward). The two BOA* are run in parallel and each has a different objective order: ((f1 , f2 ) and
(f2 , f1 )). The searches independently explore the graph towards the opposite end, with each primary objective cost settled in one direction being used to improve secondary objective bounds in the other direction. The output is the set of all
non-dominated solutions, found in either direction.

Bi-objective search is a problem of finding a set of optimal solutions in a two-dimensional domain. This study
proposes several enhancements to the state-of-the-art biobjective search with A* and develops its bi-directional variant. Our experimental results on benchmark instances show
that our enhanced algorithm is on average five times faster
than the state of the art bi-objective search algorithms.

Introduction
Bi-objective search is a well-know problem in AI with various real-world applications such as planning paths for electric vehicles, where time and energy-efficiency must be simultaneously optimised (Shen et al. 2019). The main challenge in such cases is that solutions are seldom unique. Thus
instead of computing a single best path, our task instead is
to compute all non-dominated paths in a Pareto-optimal set.
A survey of bi-objective one-to-all shortest path algorithms
appears in Raith and Ehrgott (2009). For point-to-point
bi-criteria problems there exist other more recent works
which are considered state-of-the-art. Bi-objective Dijkstra (Sedeño-Noda and Colebrook 2019) and Bi-objective
A* (BOA*) (Ulloa et al. 2020) are such algorithms. In contrast to eager dominance checking, as in the Bi-objective Dijkstra algorithm, BOA* uses a lazy dominance checking, improving on a routine originally developed for multi-objective
search (Pulido, Mandow, and Pérez-de-la-Cruz 2015).
In this study, we present Bi-Objective Bi-directional A*
(BOBA*), a bi-directional extension of the BOA* algorithm
that uses different objective orders and includes several new
heuristics to speed up the search. Our experiments on a set
of 1,000 large test cases show that BOBA* can solve all of
the cases to optimality, outperforming the state-of-the-art algorithms in both runtime and memory requirement.

Bi-objective Bi-directional Search

Initialisation Phase

For a directed bi-objective graph G = (S, E) with a finite
set of states S and a set of edges E ⊆ S × S, the point-to-

During an initialisation step BOA* computes a lowerbounding heuristic function to guide its main search. This
procedure computes reverse/backward distances for the primary objective, from the goal to all other states in the graph.
BOBA* proceeds similarly but requires 4 heuristics: one for
each objective and in each direction. Here we rely on a fast
initialisation scheme that replaces Dijkstra search with cost

* See

our full paper (Ahmadi et al. 2021a) for details. Research at Monash University is supported by the Australian Research Council (ARC) under grant numbers DP190100013 and
DP200100025 as well as a gift from Amazon.
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Figure 1: An example graph with cost on the edges

bounded A* (Ahmadi et al. 2021b). For a further speedup we
exploit already computed heuristic values. Thus, after completing a search in the one direction, the next cost-bounded
search, in the opposite direction, can ignore as out-of-bound
any states not expanded by the previous search.
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Figure 2: Cactus plot of algorithms’ performance.

Main Search
There are four main ingredients that allow BOBA* to compute unique Pareto-optimal solutions more efficiently.
Early solution update: This strategy allows the search
to identify non-dominated solutions before expanding the
goal state. This is done by coupling nodes with a complementary shortest path. Consider Figure 1 where the forward
BOA* search expands nodes in (f1 , f2 ) order; i.e. f1 is the
primary cost, f2 is the secondary cost and the initial upper
bounds are f1 , f2 = ∞. Before expanding start we exploit
the heuristic function for the primary objective to identify an
f1 -optimal complementary path with cost = (5, 7). Since
this solution is within the upper bounds we add start to the
solution set and update the secondary upper bound f2 = 7
(the complementary path is extracted at the end by following
stored backpointers). This strategy can be further improved
by avoiding repeated expansion of states with only one nondominated path to goal (eg. states 3, 4, 5 would normally
be expanded thrice). In this example BOBA* expands only
one node (resp. start) before it can return a unique Paretooptimal set with optimum costs {(5, 7), (6, 6), (7, 5)}.
Secondary heuristic tuning: Each time we expand a
node in one direction its primary objective cost can be propagated to improve the secondary bounds for the search in the
opposite direction. For example, when the forward search
expands start in Figure 1 it can immediately prune state (2)
as its estimated secondary cost is not within the previously
established bound; i.e., f2 (2) = 2 + 5 ≮ 7. Notice that
state (3) is now no longer reachable via its cost-optimum
path, originally via state (2). When the forward search eventually picks state (3) from Open, we compare the achieved
f1 cost to the f1 lower-bound estimate of state (3) and notice
it is larger. This information can now be propagated so as to
better inform the search in the opposite direction. In other
words, we raise the secondary objective cost, from start to
state (3). After this update, the backward search can potentially avoid redundant expansion of state (3) depending on
its secondary upper bound f1 (as it runs in (f2 , f1 ) order).
More efficient Open list: To improve the performance
of search we propose to replace the conventional heapbased Open list of BOA* with a bucket-based implementation (Denardo and Fox 1979). In contrast to other similar

algorithms, where the bucket list is regularly resized and the
list is sparsely populated, for the significant number of (costbounded) nodes in our problem we expect to see almost all
of the buckets filled. This is because the upper and lower
bounds on the f -values of the nodes in BOBA* are known
prior to its main searches, which allows us to use a small,
fixed range of bucket values.
Memory efficient backtracking: Since BOBA* only expands nodes once, we recycle the memory used to store
nodes and keep their backtracking information in other compact data structures. We do this by only storing nodes’ parent
state and parent path id.

Experimental Results
We implemented our BOBA* algorithms based on a parallel framework in C++ and compared that with bi-objective
Dijkstra (Dij) and bi-directional Dijkstra (Bi-Dij), and biobjective A* (BOA*) from the literature, all implemented in
C. We evaluated all of the algorithms on 1,000 random test
cases from 10 instances in the 9th DIMACS challenge (DIMACS 2005) with (distance, time) as objectives. We ran our
experiments on an Intel Xeon E5-2660V3 processor running
at 2.6 GHz and with 128 GB of RAM, in a one-hour timeout.
Figure 2 depicts the algorithms’ performance over the
solved instances for CPU time. The results show that
BOBA* delivers superior performance to its competitors by
solving all of the instances to optimality within the time
limit. Compared to BOA*, BOBA* is on average five times
faster and completes the task eight times more efficiently in
terms of memory. BOBA* also shows a massive speed up in
the easy cases due to its efficient initialisation. It solves 282
cases before BOA* solves its easiest case.

Conclusion
This paper introduced BOBA*, a bi-directional algorithm
for bi-objective search. We enrich BOBA* with more efficient approaches for both the initial heuristics and the main
search. Our experiments show that BOBA* outperforms the
state-of-the-art algorithms in both runtime and memory use,
solving all of the benchmarks to optimality.
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